500 Washer
The Only Washer with a Pyramid Water Action

Features:

• Designed to wash strawberries, raspberries, cranberries, loganberries, grapes, prunes, apricots, Brussel sprouts, asparagus, Lima beans and various other products.

• Washes, drains, and distributes uniformly on inspection belt.

• Discharges the product on an inclined plane, thereby increases drainage.
• Clean water is admitted to pan through special orifice, assuring uniform discharge and even distribution.

• All parts of contact are stainless steel.

• Frame is tubular construction with well re-enforced gussets.

• Special Dual spray pipes and nozzles are provided.

• Operation is quiet and with minimum of upkeep.

• Vari-Speed from motor to heavy duty ball bearing eccentric is provided.

• Main bearings on shaker assembly and connectors are non-metallic, giving long life.

• Shaker assembly is adjustable both vertically and horizontally.

• Vibration is confined to the pan assembly and not transmitted to the frame.

• Vibration pan is accurately counter balanced for smooth, quiet, and efficient operation, thereby increasing production capacity.